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c) PMBC Procedure

Section 1: Executive Summary
Projects Abroad Thailand Conservation works in close partnership with the local community as well
as with national and international organizations, conducting internationally recognized marine
research and surveys, reef and beach salvage operations and forest regeneration.
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We are committed to preserving and restoring the marine and coastal environment, forests and
wildlife in the Krabi Province by developing this conservation project and by empowering the local
community through environmental education. Thus encouraging a deeper understanding of solving
local environmental challenges and increasing awareness of the true value of existing natural
resources.

Section 2: Background Information
2.1 Map and Overview of Thailand

Annual Rainfall:
Languages:
Currency:
Boundary Countries
(distance from Bangkok):

Ethnic Groups:

Religions:

Myanmar: 1,800 km
Laos: 1,754 km
Cambodia: 803 km
Malaysia: 506 km
75%.......Thai
14%.......Chinese
11%.......Other
95%.......Buddhism
4%.......Muslim
0.6%.......other
0.5%.......Christianity
0.1%.......Hinduism
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Average Daily Temperature:

Southeast Asia
67,091,089 as of July 2012
514,000 Sq. Km.
511,770 Sq. Km.
3,219 km
Bangkok
Constitutional Monarchy
Tropical; monsoon; hot and humid in South; dry and cool in
Northeast.
January: 25.9C / 78.6F
July: 28.5C / 83.3F
1466.9mm / 57.8in
Thai, English, ethnic and regional dialects
Thai Baht (THB)
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Region:
Population:
Total Area:
Total Land:
Coastline:
Capital:
Government type:
Climate:

2.2 Geography
Thailand covers an area of 514,000 square kilometers in the center of the South-East Asian
peninsula. It is bordered by Myanmar (Burma), Laos People's Democratic Republic, Cambodia and
Malaysia, and has 2,420 kilometers of coast line on the Gulf of Thailand and the Andaman sea.
Thailand stretches 1,650 kilometers from north to south and from east to west, it is780 kilometers at
its widest point.
For economic, social and ecological reasons, Thailand is usually classified into four geographical
regions. They are the central region (including Bangkok Metropolitan Region) comprising the basin
of the Chao Phrya River which runs from north to south and after crossing Bangkok flows to the Gulf
of Thailand. The central region is often called the "rice bowl" of Thailand being the most fertile area
of the country. After the Bangkok Metropolitan Region, it enjoys the highest per capita income in the
country.
The northern region is mountainous and was traditionally the most heavily forested area of the
country. In the recent years, however, overharvesting has considerably reduced its forest resources.
The main centers of population are in the narrow alluvial valleys along the four north-south flowing
rivers which unite in the northern central plain to form the Chao Phraya.
The north-eastern region (Isarn) constitutes approximately one third of the area of the Kingdom and
comprises the Korat Plateau which is bounded on the north and east by the Mekong River and the
south by the Dongrek escarpment. The region is drained by the Mun and Chi rivers, both tributaries
of the Mekong. Largely owing to lower and erratic rainfall and poorer soils than in other parts of the
country, the north-eastern provinces have the lowest per capita income in the country.
Approximately one third of the population of Thailand lives in the north-east. The south-eastern
region: the south-east, which comprises the hilly countryside from Bangkok to the Cambodian
border, is characterized by higher rainfall and poorer soils than the adjoining central region. It is an
important fruit, maize and cassava-growing area and its coastline offers extensive opportunities for
fisheries and tourism. The high rainfall also permits some rubber to be grown.
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The southern region: the southern peninsula has the highest rainfall in the country. It is the principal
rubber-growing area and contains extensive alluvial deposits of tin. The forests of the south have
been seriously overcut as elsewhere in the Kingdom. In recent years, the region has suffered from
severe flooding which is believed to have been amplified by deforestation and subsequent soil
erosion.

2.3 Climate
Located outside the typhoon belt, Thailand can be divided into two climatic zones. The north, northeast, south-east and central regions including Bangkok have a climate with three distinct seasons:
rainy, from June to October; cool, from November to February; and hot of highest temperatures and
sunny weathers from March to May.
Temperatures in Thailand vary between 20 C in December and 38 C in April with an average
humidity of 82 percent. Winter temperatures in the north can fall to approximately 10 C or lower.
The average rainfall in these regions is 1,250 cm’s per year.
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The southern region has a characteristic tropical rainforest climate. Rainfall occurs virtually
throughout the year, although a number of micro-climates can be found. There is little variation in
temperature, which is on average 28 C throughout the year. March and April are normally the driest
months in the south. The periods of maximum rainfall in these areas vary according to climatic subregions.

2.4 Conservation Areas

Project Base, Ao Nammao:
GPS: 8.027328, 98.870536
Reforestation Area , Khlong Thom :
GPS: 7.921003, 99.250885
Nopparat Thara National Park, Ao Nang:
GPS: 8.046519, 98.801415
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Phuket Marine Biological Center:
GPS: 7.803462, 98.40843
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Phi Phi National Marine Park:
GPS: 7.67969, 98.766403

2.5 Social Context
Environmental and social studies within Thailand have shown that biodiversity at all levels, namely
habitat, species and genetic diversity are being destroyed or lost, as a result of human impact.
These losses are coming at an alarming rate, mainly due to the fast economic development of
Thailand, which has outpaced the conservation policies which are weak or non-existent, with very
few resources and governmental programs being developed in this critical area.
Some of the poorest people in Thailand live within natural areas and they rely on those natural
resources to survive. However, deforestation of natural forests for palm oil and rubber plantations,
shrimp farms, tourism and development has had, and is continuing to have, a massive negative
effect on the biodiversity of indigenous fauna and flora, both in the marine and coastal
environments.
In addition, over fishing and destructive fishing practices, often within marine park protected areas,
are causing major issues for the health of the marine eco-system.
Another problem is the unmanaged growth in tourism, which largely involves financial input (and
control) from city or foreign investors, which means local communities are being pushed out. This
places further threats to this region, especially on the natural resources and biodiversity.
Given the imbalanced and delicate political nature of Thailand, it seems dependence on
environmental policies is not an option. Working together with local communities,
environmentalists and eco-tourism operators to encourage conservation within the local area is vital
to the success of conservation within the country.
The Projects Abroad Conservation Project in South Thailand is a supportive instrument and essential
partner of local and global conservation and environmental organizations and initiatives. We
understand that the major environmental problems and threats to this region will continue so long
as the conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable use of natural resources are not
planned or managed properly.
We help in the following ways:
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Support and encourage locally run projects
Provide funding and practical help to conservation initiatives and programs.
Raise awareness within the local community and education system on the value of natural
resources.
Discuss solutions and provide help in developing workable strategies.
Be a leader in the growing eco-tourism and volunteer movement.
Generate income for the local area and business, encouraging alternative livelihoods to
reduce the pressure on the natural resources and biodiversity.
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Section 3: Major threats to the area
Deforestation!
Over exploitation of fish resources and the use of destructive fishing practices, such as
trawling and fishing within the designated marine park zone.
Destruction and fragmentation of coastal habitats, mangroves and low land forests, leading
to soil erosion, landslides and run off, which in turn affects the nursery and spawning areas.
Non- native species introduction and invasion and indigenous species decline and extinction.
Use of chemical pesticides and fertilizers, leading to toxic materials going into the rivers and
eventually the ocean, which can have a massive impact on both the animals and plants,
including the top predators.
Raw sewage running directly into the sea, causing massive nutrient loading, leading to algae
blooms and a decrease of dissolved oxygen in the water, which kills many organisms. Also
introduces bacteria and parasites in the ocean and on the beaches.
Irresponsible waste and trash disposal.
Lack of public awareness and environmental education.
Global climate change.
Failure by local and national policy makers and stakeholders to introduce and secure long
term sustainability plans.

Lack of biodiversity management plans.
Unplanned tourism in sensitive areas.
Residential and commercial development.
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Destruction of habitat for livestock farming and plantations.

Section 4: Overall Aim
The overall aim of this project is:

To generate and publish environmental and coral reef data that is accessible to, and highly
valued by, local and international organizations, scientists, conservation managers and
policy makers.
To create ‘Guardians of the Environment’ in the local community, by helping practically and
financially with the planning and managing of local conservation initiatives, in order to
protect biodiversity and encourage sustainable practices within the marine and coastal
areas.
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To produce bilingual education and public awareness programs, promoting environmentally
friendly practices for local people, businesses and tourists to the area.

Section 5 Reef: Check Survey
5.1 Aims and Objectives:
Collect data by counting and measuring a set of biological indicator species.
Record and analyze the data collected to show the health of the marine ecosystem, whilst
also indicating the effect of specific types of human impact on the reef and marine
environment.
Be a consistent contributor to the Reef Check Survey by being part of the global network of
volunteer teams regularly monitoring the reef and reporting on its health using a
standardized method.
To generate and publish data that is highly valued by local and global scientists and marine
conservation organizations.

5.1.1 Global Goals of Reef Check:
Educate the public and governments about the value of coral reefs and rocky reef
ecosystems and the crisis facing them.
Facilitate collaborative use of reef health information by community groups, governments,
universities and businesses to design and implement ecologically sound and economically
sustainable solutions.
Stimulate local action to protect remaining pristine reefs and rehabilitate damaged reefs
worldwide especially through the creation of Marine Protected Areas.

5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Training
Before undertaking a Reef Check survey the volunteers will learn how to correctly identify the
indicator organisms, their appearance, their habitats and behavior. This is a very important part to
be able to provide accurate data collections. The volunteers take part in a presentation, do selfstudies and also get in-water training during dives at our research dive sites. At the same time they
also gain invaluable knowledge about the tropical marine life and biology.
The volunteers are also trained in environmental friendly diving techniques, to do as little harm as
possible while visiting the reefs.
5.2.2 Survey Techniques

All surveys are done in buddy pairs, and two buddy pairs are required, one collecting data on
number of fish species and one collecting data on number of invertebrate species. The percentage of
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5.2.3 Data Collection
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We use a roving diver technique, where the divers swim around freely in buddy pairs and positively
identify as many indicator organisms as possible and tally their numbers on a slate. The survey will
be done at depth between 5 to 15 meters, for 40 minutes.

live hard coral cover and algae cover is also estimated throughout the dive site. After each day of
dive surveys the data collected will be entered into our internal database and submitted online to
Reef Check’s International database.
5.2.4 Environmental Awareness
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During the Reef Check survey volunteers will be trained about the importance of coral reefs and the
threats they are facing today. The discussion of environmental issues will then continue while they
are out diving on the reefs and see the impacts from e.g. pollution, coral bleaching and mass
tourism. From these experiences the ideas of solving the problems start and the volunteers will take
part in raising awareness to the local community, visiting tourists and other divers.

5.3 Target Area
5.3.1 Dive Research Sites by Name and GPS Co-ordinates
Ao Nang Bay Local Islands
• Koh Haa
GPS: 7.926061, 98.803001
• Koh Mae Urai
GPS: 7.95576, 98.788106
• Koh See
GPS: 7.930715, 98.805061
• Koh Talu
GPS: 7.95525, 98.790026
• Koh Yawabon
GPS: 7.947865, 98.797873
• Koh Yawa Sam
GPS: 7.948939, 98.779552
• Koh Chalam Noi
GPS: 7.977505, 98.80893
• Chicken Island
GPS: 7.95422, 98.806943
Phi Phi Islands Marine National Park
• Ao Nui
GPS: 7.763926, 98.757427
• Koh Bida Nai
GPS: 7.658084, 98.767673
• Koh Bida Nok
GPS: 7.654809, 98.765227
• Losama Bay
GPS: 7.66927, 98.76733
• Maya Corner
GPS: 7.681647, 98.759391
• Maya Nui
GPS: 7.684496, 98.761537
• Philey Wall
GPS: 7.678032, 98.771407
• Viking Bay
GPS: 7.682582, 98.761219
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Shark Point Marine Sanctuary
• Shark Point
GPS: 7.74582, 98.613251
• Anemone Reef
GPS: 7.746671, 98.615097

5.3.2 Dive Research Sites by Map
Phi Phi Islands
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Ao Nang Bay Local Islands
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Ao Nang Bay Local islands continued…

5.4 Species Identification - Reef Check Survey

Fish
1a Regal angelfish
Pygoplites diachanthus
Uncommon

1b Emperor angelfish
Pomacanthus imperator
Uncommon

2a Bicolour angelfish
Centropyge bicolor
Uncommon

2b Pearl-scale angelfish
Centropyge vrolikii
Uncommon

3a Purple anthias
Pseudanthias tuka
Uncommon

3b Scalefin anthias
Pseudanthias squamipinnis
Uncommon
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Uncommon. A similar one called the yellow tail barracuda.
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4 Chevron barracuda
Sphyraena cenie

5a Spotted boxfish
Ostracion meleagris
Common (male variation)

5b Yellow boxfish
Ostracion cubicus
Common (juveniles=bright yellow, Adults=pale)

6a Threadfin butterflyfish
Chaetodon auriga
Uncommon (don’t confuse with Lined Butterflyfish)

6b Ornate butterflyfish
Chaetodon ornatissimus
Uncommon

7 Split-banded cardinalfish
Apogon compressus
Uncommon (many similar species. This one has no spot near its tail but does
have a short line from upper eye to above pectoral fin)

8a Blue-green chromis
Chromis viridis
Common (seen at all dive sites in large groups around 5-15m)

8b Reticulated damselfish
Dascyllus reticulates
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Uncommon (seen around Phi Phi. Don’t confuse with Ludia species)

9 Sergeant major
Abudefduf bengalensis
Common ( 6-7 black stripes, round tail lobes and has no yellow on the body.
Don’t confuse with the more abundant Indo-Pacific species which has a
sharp tail and is more yellow)

10 Clark’s anemonefish
Amphiprion clarkia
Common (black Nemo)

11 Beaked leatherjacket
Oxymonacanthus longirostris
Uncommon

12 Yellow and blueback fusilier
Caesio teres
Common (usually in schools)

13 Dash and dot goatfish
Parupeneus barberinus
Uncommon (Fredded goatfish is more common)

14a Honeycomb grouper
Epinephelus merra
Common (don’t confuse with long fin grouper)
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Uncommon (more common around Phi Phi. Have only been seen around
the local islands recently)
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14b Coral cod
Cephalopholis miniata

15 Pixy hawkfish
Cirrhitichthys oxycephalus
Uncommon (don’t confuse with dwarf)

16 Red lionfish
Pterois volitans
Common

17 Moorish idol
Zanclus cornutus
Common (don’t confuse with banner fish)

18 Moray eel
Family Muraenidae
Common

19 Needlefish
Tylosaurus crocodiles
Common near the surface (lower tail is larger)

20a Bicolour parrotfish
Cetoscarus bicolor
Uncommon

20b Blue-barred parrotfish
Scarus ghobban
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21 Starry pufferfish
Arothron stellatus
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Common

Common (don’t confuse with similar species)

22 Foxface rabbitfish
Siganus vulpinus
Uncommon

23 Blue-spotted stingray
Taeniura lymma
Uncommon (round body. Don’t confuse with Kuhls stingray which has a
square body)

24 White tip reef shark
Triaenodon obesus
Uncommon (don’t confuse with the black tip reef shark)

25a Blue-lined snapper
Lutjanus kasmira
Uncommon (has 4 blue lines. Don’t confuse with the more abundant
5 lined snapper)

25b Red bass
Lutjanus bohar
Uncommon (can been seen around local islands occasionally)

26 Spotfin squirrelfish
Neoniphon samara
Uncommon (don’t confuse with soliderfish)

27a Lined surgeonfish
Acanthurus lineatus
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Uncommon (seen around Phi Phi)

27b Orange-spined unicornfish
Naso lituratus
Uncommon

28 Diagonal banded sweetlip
Plectorhinchus lineatus
Uncommon

29 Bluefin trevally
Caranx melampygus
Common (more abundant around Phi Phi)

30 Titan triggerfish
Balistoides viridescens
Common

31 Trumpetfish
Aulostomus chinensis
Uncommon (can be seen around Phi Phi)

32a Lunar wrasse
Thalassoma lunare
Common

32b Cleaner wrasse
Labroides dimidiatus
Common
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33a Green turtle
Chelonia mydas
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Vertebrates

33b Hawksbill turtle
Eretmochelys imbricate

Invertebrates
34 Magnificent sea anemone
Heteractis magnifica
Usually with Nemo

35 Christmas tree worm
Spirobranchus giganteus
Mostly seen around Shark Point and Anemone Reef.

36a Prickly greenfish sea cucumber
Stichopus chloronotus
Mostly found around Phi Phi

36b Pinkfish sea cucumber
Holothuria edulis

37 Giant cuttlefish
Sepia apama

38 Feather star
Family Comasteridae
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39 Giant clam
Tridacna gigas
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Common

Species of smaller size exist as well, not to be confused with.

40a Staghorn coral
Acropora sp.

40b Plate coral
Acropora sp.

40c Brain coral
Platygyra sp.

40d Massive coral
Porites

42 Hermit crabs
Family Diogenidae

43 Upside down jellyfish
Cassiopea Andromeda
Uncommon
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45 Trochus
Trochus maculates
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44 Spiny lobster
Panulirus versicolor

Uncommon

46a Crown-of-thorns starfish
Acanthaster plancii
Common around Phi Phi

46b Linckia starfish
Linckia laevigata
Common around Phi Phi (can also be white/beige)

47a Long-spine black urchin
Diadema setosum
Easy identified by five bright spots on the top

47b Rock-boring urchin
Echinometra mathaei

48a Sea whip
Ellisella sp.
Common

48b Sea fan
Annella sp.
Common

49a Flower soft coral
Xenia sp.
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Uncommon

49b Leathery soft coral
Sarcophyton sp.

50 Barrel sponge
Phylum Porifera

51a Halimeda
Halimeda sp.
Uncommon

52b Grape algae
Caulerpa sp.

52c Sargassum
Sargassum sp.
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Uncommon

5.5 Reef Check Survey – Data Collection

Reef Check Survey

Please enter a number in each category shown below. If you DID NOT see an item, leave it Blank. Thank you!
* Required
Dive Site Name *

Vertebrates

Regal Angelfish

Emperor Angelfish

Bicolour Angelfish

Pearl-scale Angelfish

Purple Anthias

Scalefin Anthias

Chevron Barracuda

Spotted Boxfish

Yellow Boxfish

Threadfin Butterflyfish

Ornate Butterflyfish
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Blue-green Chromis
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Split-banded Cardinalfish

Reticulated Damselfish

Sergeant Major

Clark’s Anemonefish

Beaked Leatherjacket

Yellow & Blueback Fusilier

Dash & Dot Goatfish

Honeycomb Grouper

Coral Cod

Pixy Hawkfish

Red Lionfish

Moorish Idol

Moray Eel

Needlefish

Bicolour Parotfish

Blue-barred Parotfish
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Foxface Rabbitfish
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Starry Pufferfish

Blue-spotted Stingray

White-tip Reef Shark

Blue-lined Snapper

Red Bass

Spotfin Squirrelfish

Lined Surgeonfish

Orange-spined Unicornfish

Diagonal Banded Sweetlip

Bluefin Trevally

Titan Triggerfish

Trumpetfish

Lunar Wrasse

Cleaner Wrasse

Green Turtle

Hawksbill Turtle
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Magnificent Sea Anemone
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Invertebrates

Christmas Tree Worm

Prickly Greenfish Sea Cucumber

Pinkfish Sea Cucumber

Giant Cuttlefish

Feather Star

Giant Clam

Staghorn Coral

Plate Coral

Brain Coral

Massive Coral

Hermit Crabs

Upside Down Jellyfish

Spiny Lobster

Trochus

Crown-of-thorns Starfish
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Long-spine Black Urchin
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Linckia Starfish

Rock-boring Urchin

Sea Whip

Sea Fan

Flower Soft Coral

Leathery Soft Coral

Barrel Sponge

Halimeda

Grape Algae

Sargassum

Coral & Algae Cover
Hard Coral Cover
0 - 25%
26 - 50%
51 - 75%
76 - 100%
Algae Cover
0 - 25%
26 - 50%
51 - 75%
76 - 100%
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]

Additional Information

What did you find the most of today?
What was the most interesting or unusual item you found?

What was the most interesting thing that happened in your dive today?

Did you see a Dolphin or Turtle today? If so, please list how many of each below.
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Thank You for helping to keep our reefs healthy!!

5.6 Data Entry
a) Internal Procedure
Data is entered using an online questionnaire system, the information is then automatically filtered
onto a spreadsheet.
To enter data:
1. Go to: https://sites.google.com/site/projectsabroadthailand/home
2. Click on: Reef Check Survey logo
3. Enter data in the boxes as directed.
4. Check all is correct and submit!
b) Reef Check Procedure
To enter data via the Reef Check Website:
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1. Open www.reefcheck.org
2. Log in with username: linneabergdahl@projects-abroad.org and password: seastar
3. At the top of the page, click tab RC Tropical > Underwater Reef Guide Data > choose Pacific
Guide, Organism Tally.
4. Enter details of the survey. Survey Start Time = entry time of the dive, Survey End Time = 40
minutes later. No need to put 0, if species not sighted.
5. Check everything is correct and submit!

Section 6: Project Aware - Dive Against Debris Survey
6.1 Aims and Objectives:
Collect data by recording debris removed from the ocean floor, reef and surface.
Record and analyze the data collected to show the impact of marine debris on the reef and
marine environment.
Be a consistent contributor to the Dive Against Debris Survey by being part of the global
network of recreational divers regularly cleaning the ocean and reporting on the items and
amounts of marine debris salvaged using a standardized method.
To generate and publish data that is highly valued by local and global scientists and marine
conservation organizations.

6.1.1 Global Goals of Project Aware – Dive Against Debris:
Educate the public and governments about the impact of marine debris to support policy
change.
Use data to inform, persuade and empower policy makers and other stakeholders to
establish and improve integrated solid waste management practices. Practices where we
reduce, reuse and recycle our way to an ocean free of marine debris.
Support the development of local and global coordinated policies and strategies.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Training
Volunteers are trained in safe and environmentally conscious debris removal, collection and
resurfacing. They also receive extra training in buoyancy control to enable them to work on
removing delicate or difficult items without further damaging the reef.
6.2.2 Local Reef and Ocean Clean Ups
Diving and snorkeling the dive sites surrounding Ao Nang and Koh Phi Phi, and collecting debris from
the coral reef, sandy areas and ocean surface.
Completing these clean ups, on some of the most dived sites in the Andaman Sea, we aim to inspire
other recreational divers on the same boat or diving in the area to adopt eco-friendly dive practices.
6.2.3 Data Collection
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If large items are found but it is not possible to remove at that time, the co-ordinates are taken and
we return to the area at a later date. It is also common for local dive operators to call us if they see
large fishing debris on the reef for us to remove, in which case we will arrange a salvage dive at the
site reported.
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Using a roving survey technique, groups of up to 8 divers (4 buddy pairs) swim around dive sites and
carefully remove any debris.

Each item collected is recorded. The trash is then separated into categories and weighed. This data
is recorded on special Data Collection Survey Sheets. After each day of dive surveys the data
collected will be entered into our internal database and submitted online to Project Aware
International database.
6.2.4 Environmental Awareness
Volunteers work alongside our resident marine biologist and other locally recognized conservation
expert diver leaders, helping to improve the local and global marine environment. Volunteers will
gain a deeper understanding of costal and marine issues in Thailand and will be invited to discuss
solutions and alternatives.
6.2.5 Education in Schools
Developing awareness through learning and play, we incorporate marine debris issues into our
Environmental Education Programme in Krabi to help create a new generation of environmentally
aware citizens.
6.3 Target Area
See Section 5.3 above.
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The dive research sites are the same as with the Reef Check Survey.

6.4 Dive Against Debris – Data Collection

Dive Against Debris
Please enter a number in each category shown below. If you DID NOT see an item, leave it Blank.
Thank you!
* Required
Dive Site Name *

Other

Area Surveyed *(m2)
Survey Time *(minutes)

Plastic Materials
bags
bottles
food wrapper
fishing line
fishing lures
fishing nets
pipes / tubes
scuba / snorkel gear - masks, snorkels, fins
plastic fragments
other

Glass & Ceramic Materials
bottles
glass fragments
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Metal Materials
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other

batteries
cans
forks, knives, spoons
SCUBA weights
wire
metal fragments
other

Rubber Materials
tubes
tires / tyres
rubber fragments
other

Wood Materials
wood fragments
other

Cloth Materials
rope & string
cloth fragments
other

cardboard - cartons, containers
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paper - books, newspaper, magazines, etc
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Paper & Cardboard Materials

paper / cardboard fragments
other

Mixed Materials
bricks, cinderblocks, chunks of cement
clothing
computer equipment / electronics
shoes
toys
other

Additional Information
How many kilos of debris did you bring up?

What did you find the most of today?
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What was the most interesting or unusual item you found?

Were there any entangled animals? If so, please list below.
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Thank You for helping to keep our sea clean!!

6.5 Data Entry
a) Internal Procedure
Data is entered using an online questionnaire system, the information is then automatically filtered
onto a spreadsheet.
To enter data:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to: https://sites.google.com/site/projectsabroadthailand/home
Click on: Dive Against Debris Survey logo
Enter data in the boxes as directed.
Check all is correct and submit!

b) Dive Against Debris Procedures
How to enter Dive Against Debris data to the website:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open www.projectaware.org
Log in with username: Projects Abroad Thailand and password: ~~~###
At the top of the page, click tab Action Zone > Track and Report Data.
Enter data as requested.
When asked to put your Dive site location on the map, put the flag on Ao Nang.
When asked to put your Survey site location, put the flag on the island where you
did the survey. Ask if not sure where!
6. When you’ve come to the end, before exit, please click the button at the top to
Share > Facebook. Log in to your facebook and share > In a group > Projects Abroad
Thailand-official Group.

If you have photos from the dive:
Log in on the website
On our profile, click Create a new Image Gallery.
Upload photos and enter name, location and comments.
Now, enter the data (from nr 3. Action Zone...)
By the end, when asked if you have any photos, click YES, and link your newly created
album.
6. Share on Facebook.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

7. Endangered Marine Mammal Sightings
7.1 Aims and Objectives:
Collect data for the Marine Endangered Species Unit of the Phuket Marine and Biological
Centre (PMBC.)
Record and analyze the data to study to distribution, biology and population characteristics
of endangered and threatened marine species in the Andaman Sea.
Co-ordinate all local dive shops to collect data on the standardized data collection sheets.
Assist PMBC scientists to plot maps of general distribution, see possible migratory patterns
and get estimates of populations sizes.
Communicate new information concerning the target species to increase public awareness
of the need for conservation.
To generate and publish data that is highly valued by local and global scientists and marine
conservation organizations.

7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Training
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Volunteers are trained in-house on how to record sightings of marine mammals, together with
specific identification features, location and number of animals seen.

7.2.2 Target Species

INDO-PACIFIC SEA TURTLES
Sea turtles are large, air-breathing reptiles that inhabit tropical and subtropical seas throughout the world. They have long
fascinated people and have figured in the mythology of many cultures. Unfortunately, the spiritual significance of sea
turtles has not saved them from being exploited for both food and profit. Moreover, sea turtles put themselves at risk by
going around the earth's oceans facing different kinds of dangers. They can be accidentally captured, injured or killed by
fishermen or be killed by plastic debris in the ocean. Now, only a fraction of them remains. The better we know them, the
better we will be able to protect them. Here is an introduction to the four main species of sea turtles.

Leatherback sea turtle
This is the world’s largest sea turtle. It grows to 3 meters in length and weights
between 250-700 kg. It has the most hydrodynamic body design of any sea
turtle. It can be found in most tropical waters and primarily in the open ocean.
They basically eat jellyfishes which is why it’s important to pick up plastic bags
that they mistake for them. Leatherbacks are one of the more endangered
creatures on Earth mostly due to human activity.
Green turtle
This is a large, weighty sea turtle with a wide, smooth carapace, or shell. It
inhabits tropical and subtropical coastal waters around the world. It is named
not for the color of its shell, which is normally brown or olive depending on its
habitat, but for the greenish color of its skin. They can weigh up to 317.5
kilograms and grow to 1.5 meters. Unlike most sea turtles, adult green turtles
are herbivorous, feeding on sea grasses and algae. Green turtles are listed as an
endangered species, and a subpopulation in the Mediterranean is listed as
critically endangered.
Hawksbill turtle
These are found throughout the tropical waters of the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Indian Oceans. They avoid deep waters, preferring coastlines where sponges
are abundant. Not particularly large compared with other sea turtles;
hawksbills grow up to about 114 cm in shell length and 68 kg in weight.
Hawksbills and Green turtles are very similar but Hawksbill can be apparently
distinguished from Green Turtles by their curving beak. They are omnivorous
and will also eat mollusks, marine algae, crustaceans, sea urchins, fish, and
jellyfish. Their hard shells protect them from many predators, but they still fall
prey to large fish, sharks... Like many sea turtles, hawksbills are a critically
endangered species due mostly to human impact.
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This is named for the generally greenish color of its skin and shell, or carapace.
They are found only in warmer waters, including the southern Atlantic, Pacific
and Indian Oceans. They are the smallest of the sea turtles, weighing up 45 kg
and reaching only about 65 cm in shell length. The olive ridley is mostly
carnivorous, feeding on such creatures as jellyfish, snails, crabs, and shrimp.
They will occasionally eat algae and seaweed as well. Hatchlings, most of them
die before reaching the ocean, preyed on by crabs, raccoons, pigs, snakes, and
birds, among others. Adults are often taken by sharks. Though the olive ridley is
widely considered the most abundant of the marine turtles, it is in trouble too.
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Olive Ridley turtle

INDO-PACIFIC DOLPHINS
Dolphins are highly intelligent marine mammals closely related to whales and porpoises. They are found worldwide, mostly
in the shallower seas of the continental shelves, and are carnivores, eating mostly fish and squid. Dolphins have long played
a role in human culture having a universal appeal, symbolizing freedom and grace. Nowadays, they have to face the rapidly
rising oceans temperatures due to the earth global warming urging them to migrate in colder waters in order to feed.
Scientists are concerned that the dolphins will have difficulty to adapt as quickly as necessary to find new feeding areas to
sustain their populations. Dolphins also have to face human threats including marine pollution, entanglement in fishing
gear and boat traffic. Here is an introduction of the main species of dolphins which can be found in the Indo-Pacific Ocean.

Irrawaddy dolphin
The species is primarily found in Southeast Asian estuaries and mangrove
areas in groups that reach no more than 10 individuals. It is identified by
a bulging forehead, a short beak, and 12-19 teeth on each side of each
jaw. The pectoral fin looks like a triangle. Its head and body length is 180275 cm. The species eats fish and crustaceans. Although the Irrawaddy
dolphin is not directly exploited, it is exposed to incidental mortality
(fishing nets, explosives), the principal cause of depletion. Habitat
degradation due to development of dams, deforestation and mining also
contribute to a lesser extent of the species.

Humpback dolphin
It’s basically found in coastal and estuarine areas in group of up to 25.
This dolphin is robust, with a long beak, large melon, and well-rounded
flippers. Indo-Pacific Humpbacked Dolphins are brown-grey, pale grey or
pink-white on their upper sides, with a lighter underside and the
presence of speckles. They reach a maximum of 2.8m in length, and
weight around 284kg. They feed only in shallow waters. They have a
varied diet consisting of fish, mollusks, crustaceans (such as prawns and
crabs), and some cephalopods (such as squid and octopus). Humpbacks
dolphins are considered as endangered. Threats to this species include
habitat destruction, degradation and incidental capture in driftnets.
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The Indo-Pacific Bottlenose Dolphin has a discontinuous distribution in
the warm temperate to tropical Indo-Pacific. They generally occur in
shallow coastal waters on the continental shelf or around oceanic islands
in groups of five to fifteen individuals. It grows to 2.6 meters in length,
and weigh up to 230 kilograms. It has a slender body and a long and
slender beak and a light blue colour. They can be distinguished from
common bottlenose dolphins with the black spots or flecks on the bellies
of adults. They feed on a wide variety of fish and cephalopods. Even if
the species is not considered to be endangered, they are exposed to a
wide variety of threats such as the toxic effects of xenobiotic chemicals,
the reduced prey availability caused by environmental degradation and
overfishing, boat traffic, marine construction and demolition.
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Bottlenose dolphin

Finless Porpoise
The finless porpoise is a small porpoise which can be found both in marine
and fresh water of the south-Asian coasts. It lacks a dorsal fin. It is
replaced by a ridge with small bumps which runs down the middle of the
back. The head is rounded and there is no apparent beak. The color is
uniformly dark to pale grey. Body size reaches 170 cm and mass 70 kg,
with maxima of 200 cm and 100 kg. They feed upon fish, shrimp, prawns,
and octopuses. The species is considered vulnerable from direct catches,
incidental catches, habitat degradation and pollution.

Whale shark
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The whale shark is the world's largest living fish. The whale shark is a
solitary creature which can be found in all tropical and subtropical oceans,
along coastal regions, and lagoons on tropical islands. It is mostly seen on
the surface were divers and snorkelers can swim with it. Its massive,
fusiform body reaches 14 m in length and weighing up to 15 tons. It has
distinctive yellow stripes and dots on its very thick dark grey skin. Whale
sharks are filter feeders who sieve their tiny food through their large gills.
It consumes small crustacean plankton, small fishes, such as sardines and
anchovies, and even larger fishes such as mackerel thanks to its huge
mouth that can be up to 1.4 m wide. The whale shark is targeted by
commercial fisheries, hunted in parts of Asia, such as Taiwan and the
Philippines. The population is unknown and the species is considered
vulnerable.

7.2.3 Data Collection
As sightings may occur at any time either on the way to the research dive sites, or whilst moored at
those sites. The Data Collection Sheets and are completed as soon as is practical after the sighting of
a target species.
Sightings are recorded with as much detail as possible on the Data Collection Sheet. These sheets
are scanned and emailed to the PMBC at the end of each month.
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a) Turtle Sighting Form
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b) Whale shark Sighting Form
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c) Dolphin Sighting Form

7.3 Target Area
See Section 5.3 for Dive Research Survey Sites.
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Sightings can occur during travel by boat to the dive sites and whilst at the dive site.

Section 8: Coral Disease Monitoring
8.1 Background
The first coral disease was reported in 1965 and up until today 18 diseases affecting
scleractinian, gorgonian and hydrozoan zooxanthellate species have been described.
Globally coral reefs are in severe decline, and diseases are thought to be a major cause of
this decline. A majority of the coral diseases are found in the Caribbean and this region has
also been more intensely studied than the Indo-Pacific. In the Andaman Sea on Thailand’s
south - west coast, only two previous studies have been made on coral diseases in the area.
They show diseases are present, and from observations during the past year, the number of
diseased corals seems to have increased. This brings on an urgent need for assessment,
evaluation and more in depth knowledge of the current situation, as emerging diseases are
posing a possible threat to the coral reefs.
8.2 Aims and Objectives:
A collaborative study between Phuket Marine Biological Centre (PMBC), Projects
Abroad and University of Gothenburg student bachelor’s thesis in January – June
2013.
Conduct a spatial assessment of the prevalence of three of the major syndromes
affecting scleractinian corals in combination with evaluating environmental factors;
sedimentation and coral cover over studied sites.
Report results in a thesis paper, made available for scientist at PMBC and the public.
Increase the knowledge of corals; the importance and threats to them,
sedimentation and other environmental factors affecting the health of the reef, for
volunteers and the general public.
8.3 Methods
8.3.1 Training
Prior to in-water data collection participating volunteers will receive training in coral and
disease identification and survey techniques through classroom sessions.
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Data will be collected between January and March 2013. At each of the 16 survey sites (see
section 8.4), 4 belt transects (20x2 meter) will be conducted. Recordings of live coral
colonies and diseased coral colonies will be taken. By a line intercept technique the total live
coral cover will be assessed. Sedimentation will be measured by two means; sediment traps
and core samples. Sediment traps are to be deployed at each survey site for a one week
period. Sediment core samples are taken once at each survey site.
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8.3.2 Data Collection

8.3.3 Data Analysis
Contents of the sediment traps will be taken to the laboratory at PMBC where they are
dried and a short-term sedimentation rate of dry weight/cm2/day is calculated. The
sediment core samples will be analyzed for grain size fractions, showing the sedimentation
situation in a more long-term perspective.
All data collected will be statistically analyzed to show possible significant variances
between survey sites, diseases and coral species affected, and possible influence of
sedimentation on the prevalence of diseases.
8.4 List of targeted species and syndromes
Porites lutea

Acropora spp.

Diploastrea heliopora

Pink Syndrome
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Ulcerative White Spots
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White Syndrome

8.5 List of survey sites
Ao Nang Bay Local Islands
• Koh Haa

GPS: 7.926061, 98.803001

• Koh Mae Urai

GPS: 7.95576, 98.788106

• Koh See

GPS: 7.930715, 98.805061

• Koh Talu

GPS: 7.95525, 98.790026

• Koh Yawabon

GPS: 7.947865, 98.797873

• Koh Yawa Sam

GPS: 7.948939, 98.779552

• Koh Chalam Noi

GPS: 7.977505, 98.80893

• Chicken Island

GPS: 7.95422, 98.806943

GPS: 7.763926, 98.757427

• Koh Bida Nai

GPS: 7.658084, 98.767673

• Koh Bida Nok

GPS: 7.654809, 98.765227

• Koh Yung

GPS: 7.816021,98.774029

• Maya Corner

GPS: 7.681647, 98.759391

• Maya Nui

GPS: 7.684496, 98.761537

• Philey Wall

GPS: 7.678032, 98.771407

• Viking Bay

GPS: 7.682582, 98.761219
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• Ao Nui
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Phi Phi Islands Marine National Park

Section 9: Phuket Marine Biological Center - Turtle Rehabilitation Project
9.1 Aims and Objectives:
Collect data for the Marine Endangered Species Unit of the Phuket Marine Biological Centre
(PMBC.)
Record and analyze the data to study the distribution, biology and population characteristics
of endangered and threatened marine species in the Andaman Sea.
Co-ordinate all local dive shops to collect data on the standardized data collection sheets.
Assist PMBC scientists to plot maps of general distribution, see possible migratory patterns
and get estimates of populations sizes.
Communicate new information concerning the target species to increase public awareness
of the need for conservation.
To generate and publish data that is highly valued by local and global scientists and marine
conservation organizations.

9.2 Methods
9.2.1 Monthly Visit to PMBC
Visiting the PMBC once a month (usually the last Friday of each month), volunteers work directly
with the scientists and staff. Their primary role is to clean the turtle’s holding tanks, breeding and
nesting area and assisting the vets to administer medication and care.
9.2.2 Target Species
At the research center in Phuket the scientists run a breeding program of green turtles with the aim
to increase population sizes and increase knowledge through micro chipping individuals. Eggs are
collected on islands around the Similan islands and then taken to the research center where the
hatchlings will grow until about one year old. The size of a one year old sea turtle in captivity equals
the size of a 3-4 year old sea turtle in the wild, and this is the age when they start returning to
coastal areas after living their first years out at sea. Therefore, it’s the ultimate time to be releasing
captivity bred hatchlings, as their survival rates are the highest.
The research center also has a group of residential Olive Ridley sea turtles which were born at site
and are kept for research, study and breeding stock purposes.
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The scientists at the unit of Marine Endangered Species also satellite tag sea turtles to study
migratory patterns and find important breeding sites and nesting sites.
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The sea turtle rescue center serves mainly as a rehabilitation area for injured sea turtles. They may
be reported by local fishermen, villagers or tourists who find them tangled in fishing nets, hit by
propellers or stranded on the beach. The main purpose is to rehabilitate the animals to be released
in the wild. For scientific purposes, all of these sea turtles also get a microchip to be able to track
their future.

9.2.3 Aquarium Tour
Following the practical work, the volunteers are taken on a guided tour of the associated Phuket
Aquarium.
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This unit of the PMBC conducts research on taxonomy, systematic, phylogeny, and genetic
biodiversity of marine and coastal resources collected from various habitats. It maintains an
organised stock of specimens as references for local and international researchers. Life history and
behaviour of captive marine organisms are studied. Breeding of rare and vulnerable species for
aquarium purposes are developed. Public awareness of resource conservation is raised.

Section 10. Reforestation Project
10.1 Aims and Objectives:
To work in partnership with the Association for the Protection of the Environment (APE) and
the Forest Research and Restoration Unit (FORRU) of the Chiang Mai University.
Protect the forest and environment through education and workshops in schools and
within the local community. Supporting landowners find more sustainable and
environmentally friendly farming methods than currently used.
Forest restoration through seed collection, growing saplings and replanting. Supporting
existing reforestation and agroforestry projects in the community.
Protect wildlife through research in the forest, rehabilitation and release of indigenous
species of flora and fauna.

10.2 Methods
10.2.1 Training
Volunteers are given a presentation and receive monthly bio-workshops organized by APE/FORRU.
Any new skills are learnt on site under the professional guidance of the experts from APE/FORRU.
Project involvement is organized weekly by APE/FORRU and all work and training is under their
direct control and supervision.
The project involves various activities as follows:
- Seed collection and propagation techniques.
- Tree planting (native and food producing trees and plants)
- Building habitat corridors for endangered and indigenous animal and bird species
- Building and maintaining local tree nurseries at schools and within the community
- Clean up debris and trash from local natural areas
- Help to plan and implement the environmental education programme in local schools.
- Creating a nature trail and edible plant walk.
- Harvesting and drying bamboo
- Learning how to make sustainable bamboo and natural furniture
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- General community work as requested by village chief
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- Assist on presentations and awareness to local businesses and groups

- Constructing headquarters and education center, including setting up a water system, digging
foundations, cob building, bamboo work and other environmentally friendly construction practices
utilizing locally sourced materials.
10.2.2 Forest Regeneration
Working at the FORRU Plant Station, set up by the Chiang Mai University, restoring deforested areas.
Volunteers will be involved in seed collection, planting and general maintenance at the Plant Station,
fire protection and weeding of replanted areas. Reforesting the National Park lowland forests.
Planting nature corridors through plantations to allow animals, birds and insects to cross over and
breed.
Learn and use agroforestry methods on current mono culture (one crop) plantations, which creates a
more diverse eco-system for insects and animals. Work will include building and maintaining a
30,000 plant tree nursery, taking care of plants and tree planting.
10.2.3 Nature Trail
Working with the Krabi Forestry Department, volunteers will work on creating and maintaining a
nature trail for school children, local people and tourists. The work will include cutting the trail,
maintaining the area, preparing and placing signs. This walkway’s purpose is to provide people with
an interactive experience within nature, whilst reading information about native plants and their
uses they can see the products produced from them and eat the fruits off the trees and plants.
When learning about the native species they will be able to see their natural habitat.
10.2.4 Community Work and Education
Volunteers will work alongside Thai and internationally recognized conservation experts, helping to
improve the local and global environment. Volunteers will gain a deeper understanding of
environmental issues in Thailand and will be invited to discuss solutions and alternatives.
We work towards persuading the local community that the forest is worth more in its natural state
than from the short term gains of land clearing for plantations, timber, shrimp farms or building
development.
Organized local clean ups with the local community, schools, National Park Staff and visitors to the
area, collecting debris and general maintenance of areas of natural beauty. This gives the volunteers
a chance to meet more local people and inspire the community.
Volunteers will prepare and give presentations to the local community, businesses and tourists,
based on global environmental issues, the cause and effect of deforestation, endangered animals in
the area and local conservation efforts. This will offer volunteers a valuable experience to learn
about reforestation and work on a professional presentation.
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Volunteers will assist in building and maintaining Office Headquarters and Education Centre,
primarily of environmentally sustainable materials and in the future will be powered by renewable
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10.2.5 Sustainable Building Projects

energy. The furniture for these buildings will be handmade from bamboo and reclaimed/recycled
materials.
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The building work will include preparing bamboo, making foundations, digging for water pipes and
drainage, mixing and compressing cob, transporting materials, learning about traditional Thai and
low impact building methods.

10.3 Target Area
Khlong Thom District, Krabi Province: Khao Nor Chuchi in Khao Pra Bang Kram Wildlife Sanctuary.

The small forest patches that remain in this area are probably the most significant remnants of
lowland tropical evergreen forest still surviving in Thailand. This forest type is one of Thailand’s
rarest and most endangered wildlife habitats and is home to the last few remaining pairs of the
critically endangered, Gurney’s Pitta in the country. However, most of the forest has now been
replaced with rubber and oil palm plantations and the remaining forest exists as tiny isolated
fragments.
The continued deforestation in this area leads to landslides, soil erosion, run-off into the ocean,
flooding, water shortages and has an effect on tourism and the economy. Soil erosion from
widespread land clearing can send tons of silt downstream. Sediment clouds the water, blocking
sunlight and settles on reefs, suffocating the organisms and destroying the eco-system.
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Working to persuade the local community in Khlong Thom that the forest is worth more in its natural
state than from the short term gains of land clearing for plantations, timber, shrimp farms or
building development.

10.3.1 GPS locations of potential planting sites

Location

GPS location

Land owner

Corridor areas

47N0528075 E0875568, N0527589 E0875543,
N0529124
E0871267,
N0529517
E0871371,
N0529649
E0871417,
N0529124
E0871248,
N0529770
E0871448,
N0529104
E0871201,
N0529134
E0871183,
N0529789
E0871363,
N0529313
E0871178,
N0529392
E0871195,
N0529972
E0871398,
N0529466
E0871198,
N0529566
E0871215,
N0530180
E0871390,
N0530296
E0871436,
N0530335
E0871421,
N0530293 E0871391
47 N0531062 E0874207, N0531058 E0874226,
N0531104
E0874274,
N0531161
E0874289,
N0531245
E0874280,
N0531286
E0874261,
N0531251 E0874224, N0531207 E0874191
47 N052883 E0876454, N0528784 E0876452,
N0528792
E0876387,
N0528754
E0876309,
N0528705
E0876280,
N0528702
E0876156,
N0528692
E0876068,
N0528830
E0876101,
N0528948 E0876132, N0528942 E0876217
47 N0523619 E0877467, N0523793 E0877352,
N0527063
E0876474,
N0524210
E0877677,
N0524249
E0877852,
N0524572
E0878156,
N0524503
E0878395,
N0524484
E0878361,
N0524877
E0878835,
N0526379
E0879422,
N0526281, E0879463, N0526750 E0879345,
N0526606 E0880934

Local villagers

Plantations

Reserved Forest

Members of the
Conservation Club

Local
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Naew Pra Pa

Non Hunting Area
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Kuan Sai Teiy

10.4 Target Species
10.4.1 Seedling species for habitat restoration.

Kumchum
Tang kinoo
Sai nam
Gor Khao
Maw
Riang

Lepisanthes rubiginosa
Litsea grandis
Pometia pinnata
Castanopsis schefferiana
Antidesma montanum
Parkia timoriana

Tung Fa
Kor Haeng
Op cheuy
Tahm mahng
Mooi
Dta seua dum
Grisana
Kia Dai
Sok Nam

Alstonia macrophylla
Carallia brachtiata
Cinnamomum iners
Litsea salicifolia
Clausena excavata
Nephelium hypoleucum
Aquilaria malaccensis
Eugenia cerasiformis
Saraca indica

Niang

Archidendron jiringa

Wah
Yor Pah
Boonaht
Sa taw

Eugenia oleina
Morinda elliptica
Mesua ferrea
Parkia speciosa

Jik Nom
Takien Thong

Palaquium obovatum
Hopea odorata

Yai-I
Mung Sai
Inthanin Pah
Sam Rong

Bridelia tomentosa
Garcinia merguensis
Unknown
Scaphium scaphigerum

Family
Guttiferae
Dipterocarpace
ae
Sapindaceae
Lauraceae
Sapindaceae
Fagaceae
Euphobiaceae
Leguminosae,
Mimosoideae
Apocynaceae
Rhizophoraceae
Lauraceae
Lauraceae
Rutaceae
Sapindaceae
Thymelaeaceae
Myrtaceae
Leguminosae
Caesalpiniodeae
Leguminosae,
Mimosoideae
Myrtaceae
Rubiaceae
Guttiferae
Leguminosae,
Mimosoideae
Sapotaceae
Dipterocarpace
ae
Euphorbiaceae
Guttiferae
Sterculiaceae
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Scientific name
Garcinia hombroniana
Shorea roxburghii
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Local name
Wah mid tone
Payom

10.4.2 Gurney’s Pitta
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This project is located in the southern province of Krabi in Thailand, where one of the last remaining
patches of lowland tropical rainforest in Thailand grows. This is the habitat of the spectacular blue
and yellow Gurneys' Pitta. This tiny remnant of tropical rain forest has been reduced to a fraction of
its former size due to land clearance for oil palm and rubber plantations, so forest restoration will be
crucial for the survival of the bird.

Section 11: Beach Clean Up Project
11.1 Aims and Objectives:
Remove trash from the beaches around the Krabi Province and local islands.
Collect data by recording each item of trash removed.
Record and analyze the data collected to show the impact on trash on the coastal
environment.
Be a consistent contributor to Ocean Conservancy by being part of the global network of
volunteers regularly cleaning beaches around the world and reporting on the items and
amounts of marine debris salvaged using a standardized method.
Provide the Phuket Marine Biological Center with the data collected for analysis.
To generate and publish data that is highly valued by local and global scientists and
conservation organizations.

11.2 Methods
11.2.1 Training
Volunteers are trained in safe and environmentally conscious debris collection, sorting and disposal.
Volunteers are given a presentation on the effect of marine debris.
11.2.2 Local Beach and Island Clean Ups
Arrange clean up days, at least twice a month on of the beaches along the Andaman Sea coastline,
around the Krabi Province, in particular the areas with high tourist impact.
11.2.3 Data Collection
Working in teams, with one person responsible for the data entry on the data card.
Each item collected is recorded, the trash is then separated into categories and weighed. This data is
recorded on Data Collection Survey Sheets, which we then record in spreadsheets, which we send to
the Ocean Conservancy and PMBC for analysis.
11.2.4 Environmental Awareness
They gain a deeper understanding of coastal and marine issues in Thailand and the resulting global
impact. They will be invited to discuss solutions and alternative ideas to tackle this problem locally.
Taking our information boards on each beach clean, we educate the local people and tourists on the
role they play in creating the amount of trash we see on these paradise beaches. Our volunteers are
trained with all the information they need to inform everyone how they can help reduce their
personal impact on this global problem.
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Whenever feasible, we invite a local school to join with us on a beach clean. The volunteers present
an educational slideshow and play some environmentally based games. Afterwards, the volunteers
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11.2.5 Education in Schools
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each take a small group of children and clean the beach together, separating the trash into
recyclable, dangerous and non-recyclable items. The volunteers become positive role models and
help to inspire this next generation to dispose of trash with environmental awareness.

11.3 Target Area
Beach clean ups are organized twice monthly at any of our local beaches accessible by foot, truck or
long tail boat.
We concentrate on those beaches in the busy tourist areas or those frequented by locals for picnics
on the weekends and holidays.

Most commonly cleaned beaches:
Ao Nammao

Ao Nang

Pan Beach

Railay East and West

Long Beach

Thara Park

Fisheries Area

Koh Gaii

Koh Poda
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Noppart Thara Tonsai
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11.4 Ocean Conservancy – Data Collection
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11.5 Data Entry
a) Internal Procedure
Data is entered using an online questionnaire system, the information is then automatically filtered
onto a spreadsheet.
To enter data:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to: https://sites.google.com/site/projectsabroadthailand/home
Click on: Coastal Clean Up Survey.
Enter data in the boxes as directed.
Check all is correct and submit!

b) Ocean Conservancy Procedures
Once every 3 months, send the spreadsheets to Sonya Besteiro, Associate Director, International
Coastal Clean Ups:
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sbesteiro@oceanconservancy.org

Section 12: On Site Initiatives
12.1 Tree Nursery
We have two tree nurseries set up on site in which we tend up to 800 individual tree
saplings at a time.
Our nurseries have been set up by FORRU, who are in ultimate control of which seeds we
grow there, on a rolling system. FORRU visit us once every two months to ensure the
nurseries are maintained and are successful.
Each week a volunteer is nominated to tend to the seeds and saplings, by weeding and
watering them on a daily basis.
Once the saplings are big and strong enough, they are taken back to FORRU in Khlong Thom
and used to replant the forests and nature corridors.
12.2 Recycle Station
Given the amount of recyclable debris we collect on our beach and reef clean ups, we have
set up a recycle station on site.
The volunteers separate and sort the recyclable materials collected into specific bins. The
contents is then collected weekly by a local villager for processing.
We also have provided recycling bins in the restaurant, office, club house and common
areas, which are emptied and sorted daily by a nominated volunteer.
12.3 Water Catchment
There is a simple water catchment system set up to catch rain water in a large bucket, using
a hollowed out bamboo gutter. The water caught is used to water the saplings in the
nursery and to wash project tools and equipment.
12.4 Composting
Compost bins have been placed in the kitchen, restaurant, office, clubhouse and common
areas for natural organic waste materials.
The materials are collected daily and taken to our composting system, where it is turned
and prepared on a daily basis by a nominated volunteer.
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The compost produced is used in our tree nurseries.

Section 13: Implementing the Plan
As Projects Abroad places volunteers, interns and professional into hundreds of projects worldwide,
it is vital that these resources are deployed in a way that utilizes their strengths and coincides with
the aims and objectives of the project.
To ensure all resources available to the project are being used correctly, Projects Abroad employs
four staff on site directing the daily activities and ensuring research is being carried in accordance
with this plan. Projects Abroad also has a conservation project manager ensuring constant
consultation with experts and that the project is correctly managed.
Staff at the project:
Mr Vishal Pawa – Conservation Project Manager
Miss Linnea Bergdahl – Marine Biologist and Field Co-ordinator
Mr Arm Sutthiphong – Field Co-ordinator Intern
Miss Alisa Gantner – Desk Officer

13.1 Reporting on research
Data collected at the project is sent to our international partners and to the Projects Abroad head
office in the U.K. to be reviewed by the Conservation Programme Manager. Internal reports will be
written using these data sets and made available to the public through a public domain.
When data sets are sufficient reports will be peer reviewed by leading experts with the aim of
publication in scientific journals.
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The project will also produce an annual report outlining progress and recommendations. The
project will also feature in Projects Abroad’s Conservation Annual Report, made available to the
public through a wide range of media.

Section 14: References
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